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Abstract. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. Vex quest wizard, judge my backflop hand. Quirky spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.

Sphinx of black quartz, judge my vow. Have a pick: twenty-six letters—no forcing a jumbled quiz. Jim quickly realized that the beautiful gowns are expensive. Jackie will budget for the most expensive zoology equipment.

1. Introduction. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog, [1, 2]. Cwm fjord veg balks nth pyx quiz. Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the evil queen and jack.
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*This work was partly supported by the Gandalf the Grey Research Fund under Contract No. X99/0001. Some of the results were announced at the Feentieth Shapeshifting Conference, Neverton (2015).
2. Artisan Transfiguration of Turing. Junky qoph-flags vexet erwd zimb (see [3, 4, 5] for more on this matter). Was it a cat I saw? Was it a rat I saw? Was it a bat I saw?

Quirky spud boys can jam after zapping five worthy Polysixes. Just keep examining every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.

3. Glory to Oz Cryptozoology Copy. After careful investigation, it was found that aliens' heights were paranormally distributed. Squidgy fez, blank jimp crwth vox. A quick movement of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats.

Ten animals I slam in a net. Pooh animals slam in a hoop. Jim quickly realized that the beautiful gowns are expensive.

4. Conclusions. Bortz waqf glyphs vex muck djin. All questions asked by five watched experts amaze the judge. Jackie will budget for the most expensive zoology equipment.
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